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Reserve Your Exclusive Experience - Trunk Shows USA 2024" 
Book Now 
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You deserve a tailor-made suit 
We tailor-make your suits by hand from your measurements and desires. Because it should fit you perfectly. You are not a standard size. 
Book Now 
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We tailor-make your suits by hand from your measurements and desires. Because it should fit you perfectly. You are not a standard size. 
Book Now 
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MANNING COMPANY







“To provide the highest quality level bespoke tailored garments defining individual’s unique panache and personality”

Producing only the highest-quality garments, Manning Company clients have come to expect excellence as a given. Manning Company’s clientele – many of whom are leaders in their own fields – are uncompromising in their demand for quality.
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TRUNK SHOWS







Manning Company spreads its wings across the world to deliver its mission and achieve new landmark. In order to accomplish your dream of wearing the desired tailored garment, we thrive to reach every customer and understand the bespoke needs for the garment to be tailored. The Manning Company expert crew is always ready to fly to your country and help you decide the best fabric and style for your garment. We travel around with planned schedules and appointments to placate and answer every customer whom we cater.






Schedule Now













Bespoke Suits







A luxurious suit graces every special occasion for a modern man. A suit is a statement representing a man’s personality and confidence in carrying himself. To get that perfect look we at Manning Company combine the Bespoke suit with cultural heritage, art form, and the best designs inspired from the streets of Saville row. Our Bespoke suit is meant exclusively for its wearers readied from the scratch, the master tailor meticulously notes the pattern curated and envisioned by its wearers. Manning Company’s Bespoke suit collections bring the best of authentic suiting experience and charms of tailored fabrics featuring fashionable details in keeping the personality of its wearer.













Ladies Tailoring







Fashion for women is reflection of their extended personality carrying emotion and exhibition of their sartorial appreciation. Every woman is unique and desire to reflect their uniqueness in their fashion. The Manning company understands and respects this which is why it has brought together workmanship, cultural heritage, and bespoke tailoring in pursuit of the ne plus ultra fashion ambience that’s intrinsic to its wearer. The ultimate destination of our design and experience is to make the wearer embrace their best version












Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
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Bespoke Suits







Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Pellentesque sagittis, felis sit amet viverra mollis, sem quam dictum enim, euismod molestie diam nunc id enim. Donec vitae cursus nisi.






View More
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Ladies Tailoring







Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Pellentesque sagittis, felis sit amet viverra mollis, sem quam dictum enim, euismod molestie diam nunc id enim. Donec vitae cursus nisi.
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY










Noel E.

There are many designers out there who offer the best of fashion outfits. but seldom offer excellent standards of customer service experience. Aves from Manning Company duly understands my requirements and offer on-time delivery of garments, what more can one ask for.









Shelley S.

I got suits and shirts made on their visit to San Antonio and being on the heavier side of weight, I always require fashionable clothes that make me look slender. of all the designers that I have tried, Aves from Manning Company is the best and top-notch quality.









Adam B.

Located near the Kowloon hotel, Aves’s tailor shop has the largest selection of fine fabrics I’ve come across. His professional service was spot on goods that were delivered on time and it fitted perfectly the first time. If you’re after a high-quality suite I recommend a visit.









Moeava Hoefnagels

Good price and tried to find the fabrics I wanted even though they didn’t carry it. Will be coming back.









Alex Solderer

Ordered than conveniently from my Home in Europe. 2 Weeks later my Shirts arrived. I am very satisfied with their work and Price value. Special thanks to Aves for the Kind contact.









Simon Cowling

Ago, and it took just one iteration to get a perfectly tailored suit. Since then I’ve ordered a few and have always been delighted with the results. I have not found a tailor that can match Manning in terms of price and quality.









MauriceLeonard22

Located near the Kowloon hotel, Aves’s tailor shop has the largest selection of fine fabrics I’ve come across. His professionalism service was spot on goods were delivered on time and it fitted perfectly first time. If your after a high quality suite I recommend a visit!!!









Candy M

I real suggest Imperial Bespoke Tailors .I have had several items Tailored made and they are the best in Hong Kong.I highly reccommend them for all your clothing needs you will not be disappointed.









Thomas Olesen

Fast delivery and suit fits really well. If you are in Hong Kong and looking for a suit Mannings tailor is definetely worth a visit! Dont go to the Cheap tailors selling on the street.









Michael

Modern & stylish fit + fabrics, for sure I will recommend my friends & colleagues to your shop. Thank you!









Gabriel John

I reall suggest Imperial Bespoke Tailors .I have had several items Tailored made and they are the best in Hong Kong.I highly reccommend them for all your clothing needs you will not be disappointed.









Quentin Amsler

Very warm welcome and received by competent employees. They took first all my complete measures, I could then choose the materials and the design of my suits among a wide variety of fabrics. A few days later, I went trough the fitting to make sure the suits were cut for my size. As a result, I ended up with two magnificent suits perfectly fitted.









Marcos Larios

A glove! I’m never buying off-the-rack again. They also keep your measurements in case you need anything else made, which I most certainly will. I have about 5 friends ready for Manning. Co.’s next trip to the US as they were impressed with the quality. -Multiple Compliments! Definitely recommend.









Virginia C

They will take care of all your needs. Very reasonable prices and good quality. Must visit!! I will definitely come back.









Gege Grace

I ordered was delivered in a very timely manner and is very high quality. It was my first time getting a suit from a traveling tailor and was a bit concerned with how he would tend to alterations as well as changes once he had left the country but he reassured me throughout the process and was incredibly professional in his delivery and service. I look forward to his next tour so that I can be measured for another suits.
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Shop 22B, G/F.,

Hankow Centre,

5-15 Hankow Road

Tsim Sha Tsui,

Kowloon Hong Kong
 +852 2111 1955

 +852 5169 7732
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NEWSLETTER
Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Email *
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			We will keep you posted with promotions, trunk shows & new offers.

I have read and agreed with the Privacy Policy.
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